SCOR-PSE Chair on Macroeconomic Risk awards the 2021
Junior Research Prize to Edouard Schaal, Research
Professor at CREI, and Mathieu Taschereau-Dumouchel,
Assistant Professor of Economics at Cornell University
Paris, March 25, 2022 - The SCOR-PSE Chair, created in 2018 by the SCOR Foundation for Science
and the Paris School of Economics (PSE), has presented its 2021 Junior Research Prize to Edouard
Schaal and Mathieu Taschereau-Dumouchel, respectively Research Professor at CREI (Centre de
Recerca en Economia International) and Assistant Professor of Economics at Cornell University. The
award ceremony took place online on Thursday, March 24, 2022, and was followed by a presentation
of the winning paper “Herding Through Booms and Busts” by the authors. The judging panel was headed
by Gilles Saint-Paul, professor at ENS and PSE, and scientific director of the Chair.

André Levy-Lang, chairman of the SCOR Foundation for Science, commented: “This year’s young
winners of the SCOR-PSE award have conducted innovative research on the nature of business cycle
fluctuations. Their theory, which is based on the "herding" of rational agents, delivers endogenous boombust cycles following the adoption of new technologies. This work is particularly stimulating and
promising.”

***
About the SCOR-PSE Chair
Under the scientific leadership of Gilles Saint-Paul (PSE, ENS) and the executive leadership of Axelle Ferrière
(PSE, CNRS), the SCOR-PSE Chair, created in June 2018, aims to promote the development and dissemination
of research into macroeconomic risk, in particular rare events and uncertainties that remain difficult to model. It
publishes articles, organizes an annual conference and gives out the Junior Research Prize each year.

About the SCOR Foundation for Science
Created in 2011, the SCOR Corporate Foundation for Science is committed to encouraging research into risk and
to disseminating the results. This involvement is an integral part of SCOR’s identity, as is evident in its signature
“The Art & Science of Risk”. Risk is, in effect, the “raw material” of reinsurance, and SCOR intends to be at the
forefront of risk expertise and research thanks to its vast network of academic institutions and the support it gives
to numerous disciplines, including mathematics, actuarial science, physics, chemistry, geophysics, climatology,
economics, finance, and more.
To learn more: https://foundation.scor.com
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